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Camp Rock - What We Came Here For
Tom: E

   Acordes:
 E  B  A  Dbm  Gb  Ab
E|--0--0--0---0---2---4---|
B|--0--0--0---0---2---4---|
G|--1--4--2---6---3---5---|
D|--2--4--2---6---4---6---|
A|--2--2--0---4---4---6---|
E|--0--x--x---x---2---4---|
Intro: E E A A

E
They say that life is a two way street
E                                               A
When you're not sure, you gotta trust your feet
A
To know the right way

E
You can keep on moving with your head down (oh)
E                                      A
Or you can stop and take a look around
(take a look around)
A
And that's the choice I've made
(I've made, yeah)

Gb                  A
It's for that movie inside your head
Gb                 A
Making memories we can't forget
A (Segure)
But when you can't forget

Refrão:
E
You're gonna know in your soul
A
This is what we came here for
E
So live it loud, Here and now
A
This moment, it won't be ignored
Gb                      B
So why not open up that door?
                       E
It's what we came here for
E
Oh yeah!

E
For every song we let play outside
E                            A
The melodies we get to write
(we get to write)
A
Every time we sing, oh yeaeaaah
E
The friends we've made the fun we've had
E                            A
Memories gonna make me laugh
A
It's a beautiful thing
(So beautiful)

(Ponte)

Gb              A
I wanna send it around the world
(Around the world)
Gb              A
Cause everybody should feel this good
A (Segure)
When you feel this good

Refrão:
E
You're gonna know in your soul
A
This is what we came here for
(This is what we came here for)
E
So live it loud here and now
A
This moment it won't be ignored
Gb                      B
So why not open up that door?
                       Gb
It's what we came here for
        A                          Gb
No, the fun's just getting started
            A
Just celebrating where we are
A
And loving where we are

Solo de Guitarra:
E E A A x2
Gb A B

Gb
You're gonna know in your soul
B
This is what we came here for
Gb
So live it loud, here and now
B
This moment, it won't be ignored
Gb
You're gonna know in your soul
B
This is what we came here for
Gb
So live it loud, here and now
(live it loud)
B
This moment, it won't be ignored
(And we'll )
Ab                      Db
So why not open up that door?
(Open up that door)
Ab                      Db (Segure)
So come on open up that door

It's what we came here, oh yeah

Came here for
Gb (Segure)
It's what we came here

Came here for !

Acordes


